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Customer service is a critical element of business operations. Organizations that excel at providing 
outstanding customer service have several things in common; as they satisfy the operational 
and relational expectations of customers, understand the factors that generate customer loyalty, 
and implement the correct tools for managing the emotional aspect of dealing with customers. 
Good customer service employees follow a set of criteria for assessing customer satisfaction and 
know how to anticipate and plan for complaints effectively and can transform a complaint into an 
opportunity to develop loyalty. 

Customer service

• Satisfy the operational and relational 
expectations of your customers.
• Understand the factors that generate customer 
loyalty.
• Manage the emotional aspect.
• Identify the inherent risks involved in a 
complaint.
• Measure the benefits of handling complaints 
effectively. 
• Analyze the complaint handling process within 
your unit. 
• Anticipate and plan for complaints effectively. 
• Deal with the causes of complaints.
• Identify the obstacles to excellent customer 
service. 
• Build a shared culture of long-term customer 
relationships. 
• Improve coordination between interdependent 
departments. 

• Develop a spirit of customer-focused 
cooperation.
• Plan and conduct a successful, professional 
sales meeting. 
• Use the right techniques to win the customer’s 
trust and respect. 
• Find out what a customer’s real needs are. 
• Develop and set out a targeted, detailed set of 
arguments. 
• Conclude a meeting on a positive note.
• Understand and make use of the power 
relationships that govern a negotiation. 
• Prepare all the tools you need to manage a 
negotiation. 
• Work within the rules that govern negotiation.
• Protect your interests and those of your 
company.
• Maintain a win/win relationship with the people 
you talk to.

This program will enable you to:

1. Customer relationship: the stakes
2. Customer complaints and customer relationships that last
3. Developing internal cooperation to enhance customer loyalty
4. Sales for non-sales managers
5. Negotiation for non-sales managers

Topics covered under this program are:


